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This report is written by Alexina and David Ashcroft, who are Directors of the Durrell 
School of Corfu, who initiated and ran the seminar in May 2011 entitled Gerald Durrell’s 
Corfu. 
 
History 
 
Due the economic recession and subsequent loss of a major sponsor, the Durrell School 
of Corfu, which had been established  by Richard Pine in 2002, was facing closure. 
 
The decision was taken in 2010 to solicit various proposals in order to prevent the closure 
of the school.  Thus Gerald Durrell’s Corfu was a proposal to run an ecology seminar 
based on the childhood experiences of Gerald Durrell and recorded in My Family and 
Other Animals.  David and Alex decided that this seminar would be held in the North of the 
Island, in the village of New Perithia, where participants could find local accommodation, 
and which would be independent of the day to day running of the seminar. 
 
Attendance 
 
The number of participants was restricted to thirty, and covered a sixty year age range 
from 17 to 77 years. The staff consisted of various experts in the field of ecology.  David 
Bellamy, OBE and long term supporter of the Durrell School, led the field of Botany, 
assisted by his close associate Dr. David Shimwell.  Paddy Sammon, Director of the 
Durrell School contributed his vast knowledge of Greek history and cultural sociology.  
Matt Wilson, herpetologist, joined us on his inaugural experience of the Durrell School and 
led the field with his experience and knowledge on snakes and amphibians.  David and 
Alex represented the school as directors and facilitators of the week. 
 
Content 
 
There is little point in writing a lengthy account of the week as the photographs, comments 
and report from one of the participants encapsulate the entire event.  The words you will 
read in this report are those taken from the evaluation by the people who attended the 
course at the time of writing this report.  Names and identifiers are not provided. 
 
Future Events 
 
Due to the desperate economic climate in Greece and the ever increasing prices, it is very 
difficult to maintain the viability of such events.  However we are grateful to those who 
attended and thus contributed towards the running of the Durrell School.  We would like to 
acknowledge our thanks to those local residents who made their properties and homes 
available to the participants of this event, without whose support we would not have been 
able to give a glimpse into the childhood of Gerald Durrell on this very magical part of 
Corfu. 
We hope to repeat this event 14th-21st May 2012 and hope you will join us. 
www.durrellschoolofcorfu.wordpress.com 
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What a fantastic stay we had on Corfu. Debbie and Doug had provided us with a spacious two 
bedroom apartment  and  it was Doug who picked us up from Corfu airport on Saturday evening. 
Debbie kindly stretched their evening meal to four to save us cooking or going down into the 
village. She’d also got in provisions for us including a litre of red and white wine which the four of 
us consumed on “our” terrace after dinner whilst the fireflies winked on and off around us. It was 
the first time we had met and we hit it off immediately. 

  

Christina and I walked down to the village on Sunday for lunch at a taverna and on Monday I took 
a walk up into the hills above Perithea from which the above picture was taken.  Debbie and 
Doug’s is the pink villa at the left of the cluster of houses and the church in the centre is about a 
third of the way to the village. 

 The Durrell School course officially started on Monday evening with a welcome barbecue which 
was held on the vine covered terrace of the course leaders, Alex and Dave Ashcroft, at their 
nearby Villa. 

Apart from ourselves, Debbie and Doug and Alex and Dave the party consisted of five experts: 
David Bellamy (who needs no introduction)and his lovely wife Rosemary (a marvellous botanist in 
her own right); Dr David (Chunky) Shimwell – another respected botanist and long time associate 
of Prof. Bellamy; Matt Wilson – an expert herpetologist and probably Britain’s foremost authority on 
Mediterranean reptiles and amphibians; Paddy Sammon – a Greek historian and director of the 
Irish branch of the Durrell School; the two Directors of the Durrell School of Corfu – Richard Pine 
and Anthony Stevens plus seven other independent attendees like ourselves and the odd couple 
of personal friends of Alex and Dave’s. The rest of the group, 15 students from the Durrell Centre 
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for Wildlife Education based at Cornwall College and their three leaders (who we affectionately 
referred to as “the Piskies” had been delayed and were not flying in until 2am).  

It was a lovely evening with food a nd wine aplenty where we had a chance to ge t together with 
Matt (who I’d previously correspond ed with by email and who told me about this w eek). I had a  
chat with DB about th e botanical differences between Corfu and Crete which was pleasantly 
refined until he asked me whether the orchids had been good on Crete this year. I had to reply that 
I didn’t know and admitted that I couldn’t understand why people made such a fuss about orchids 
and that I f ound broomrapes far more interesting. Having uttered this botanical sacrilege, David 
seemed to swell in presence and his eyes lit up, “So do I !” he boomed and from t hat moment we 
were away and spent quite a bit of time together during the rest of the trips. At that point Dr  
Shimwell, henceforth referred to as Chunky Dave (a man of similar age and girth to myself), came 
into the conversation: “Broomrapes?” he said  enthusiastically, “I foun d a lovely little one in  the 
garden earlier but I’m not sure which species it is, come and have a look and see what you think.” 
So the two  of us beetled off down  a labyrinth  of steps into Alex and  David’s organic garden,  
wrested out of the hillsi de in a series of minute terraces, and were s oon crouching amongst the  
potatoes looking at a  delicate little mauve job.  Luckily it was one t hat regularly pops up in our 
garden at home. “I think it’s Orabanche  ramosa , “ I said (one of the few Latin names I can readily 
bring to mind). “Yes, I think you’re right, it is a ramosa,”  replied Dave, pleased to have his 
suspicions confirmed.  

We returned to the terrace and Chunky Dave told DB that I’d confirmed the broomrape‘s identity. I 
then spent the rest of the week saying “I’m sorry I haven’t a clue” whenever they conferred with me 
as fellow expert and explaining that  before we came  to Crete seven years ago I could just ab out 
tell the difference between a poppy and a daisy. 

The night drew in and the moon, almost full, ro se above the terrace as we chatted on subjects as 
diverse as climate change and the British arms industry role in the  creation of the State of Israel 
until finally replete we wended our way back with Debbie and Doug with the prosp ect of a hig hly 
interesting week to come. 

 

Tuesday dawned overcast and threatening rain. We returned to the terrace at Villa Alexina to find 
that The Piskies, in various states of alertness, had arrived. Matt gave us a talk on  the snakes we 
were likely to find and which one to avoid whilst Chunky Dave read t he start of The Beach of the  
White Lilies from My Family and Other Animals whic h was to be the start of our morning walk.  He 
also pointed out that the ‘lilies’ were in fact not lilies at all but sea daffodils. 
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Once down at the beach Chunky Dave gave us  a lecture o n how the beach had lo st a lot of th e 
daffodils due to so ca lled development (note the piles of  rubble in t he background) and we all 
collected seeds and threw them into the shallows to help to spread them along the shore line.  We 
had a long and pleasant walk to the village at Almiros, sometimes in the company of the Bellamies, 
sometimes chatting with a few of The Piskies and for part of the time chatting with Sile and Eoghan 
(Sheila and Owen) a retired couple f rom Dublin. Towards the end of the walk I fell in  with Chunky 
and ahead of us two or three of the Piskies were crooning over one of Corfu’s semi-feral puppies.  
“Taking up a new hobby of flea collecting are w e girls?” inquired Dave as we passed. “You surely 
know how to spoil a moment,” I commented. Dave just grinned evilly. 

After a pleasant lunch at a taverna the main body of the group returned by way of a more arduous  
route along the shoreline. As this involv ed some terrain that would  have been dangerous for 
Christina with her limited eyesight we returned by minibus along with the Bellamies,  and a f ew 
others, stopping at various interesting looking places.  
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Some tubby old bloke…talking with David Bellamy. 

Shortly after this photog raph was taken Rosemary called o ut that she’d spotted some terrapins 
from the banks of a wide ditch she’d been investi gating. We crossed a small bridge, found a break 
in the undergrowth and appeared on the bank opposite her.  

“Where are they?” hollered David. 

“Right beneath your feet. They’ve dived under the bank.” 

We both lay down on the bank, peered over and probed ar ound with our hands after the terrapins 
but they were too quick for us.  By this time Do ug had jo ined us and as we regained our feet he 
enquired, somewhat dispassionately, “Are those Pharaoh Ants as a matter of interest?” 
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“Where?”, I asked. 

“Swarming up your right leg.” 

In my haste to get to the terrapins I’d  landed on an ants nest and a bevy of black ants were indeed 
swarming up my leg. Not to be out-cooled as it were I brushed them off my leg as nonchalantly as I 
could. 

We returned to the Beach of the White Lilies where the rest of the group rejoined us and went back 
in the mini-buses and various cars to Villa Alexina for a debrief (or plenary as Dave Ashton insisted 
on calling it) where Chunky talked about the various biotope s we’d passed through and institute d 
the daily Chunky Dave Award. This went to Lauren, a pretty if somewhat self-aware young blonde, 
who’d apparently only read the itinerary as far as the word beach and done the whole arduous trek 
in a swimsuit, towel and flip-flops. 

We returned for a quiet evening in and slept like logs. 

Wednesday was an ea sier day with a trip to  a folk museum in the morning with a  mock-up of  a 
turn-of-the-century Greek village house which managed to  look slightly more modern than So fia 
and Yanni’s next door to us in Cret e. This was followed by a trip up to a traditional working village 
which, after a cursory glance arou nd to check that  it was substantia lly the same  as our local 
villages, Christina and I  retired to t he kafenion for a coffe e and were subsequen tly followed by 
most of the rest of the group. 

 

From here we went and explored the base of a waterfall where we caught newts and toads and 
then on to a  woodland full of garlic f lowers where we had a picnic and  then to a spr ing where we 
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found more toads and a terrapin. It was here where Matt and I went off together to do a bit of 
reptile hunting.  (As this involves animals without legs I’ll put the next bit in itali cs for those who  
want to skip over it and will send the picture by separate email). 

We walked down a track for about half a mile prodding and poking until we turned over a piece of 
wood and found a slow-worm. Not very impressive but a find nevertheless. A little further on we 
came to a spot where some old boards had been dumped. Matt was explaining that he rarely 
found anything of interest at this type of site as we turned the boards when a sudden movement 
caught my eye. 

“There’s something,” I pointed 

“Another slow-worm,” said Matt as a small grayish brown head appeared but quickly changed his 
mind as another three foot of it appeared out of the leaf litter and tried to speed away into the 
undergrowth.  

Despite being the fastest snake on Corfu the Dahl’s Whip-snake was no match for Matt and he 
soon had it under control. We brought it back onto the track and then came the fun bit – trying to 
photograph the thing. It was rather angry at being disturbed during its siesta and despite being 
calmed by the herpetological technique of covering it with a flower-pot base it continued to strike 
out at every opportunity. As Matt was struggling with both camera and recalcitrant reptile I took it 
off him whilst he changed lenses. Now contrary to what you may have seen on TV you try not to 
hold a snake by the neck any more than you would any other animal (unless it’s venomous of 
course when you try to handle it as little as possible). Consequently it had already bitten Matt five 
times and saw no reason why I should be denied the pleasure. It latched onto my middle finger 
and having shown me who was boss, remained there slightly more content than I was until Matt 
had the camera set up to his satisfaction. In truth the initial bite was no worse than a pin prick. 
Having photographed him from every conceivable angle Matt put him in the snake bag and we 
walked back up the track to show him off to the others. When we reached the spot where we’d left 
them they’d all gone but Sarah had stayed behind in her yellow jeep so Matt, snake and I piled into 
the back. 

On the return journey I noticed Matt’s face getting redder and redder and he became unusually 
quiet. 

“Are you feeling OK?” I asked. 

“Yeah, just a little nauseous. I didn’t mention it before I passed you the snake that although it’s not 
poisonous its saliva is mildly toxic.” 

“Oh, right.” 

“Didn’t want to worry you unnecessarily.” 

“No, fine.” I paused for what I judged to be a reasonable length of time, “So..this toxic saliva, how 
would it affect someone with a heart condition for instance?” 

“No differently, it’s not a cytotoxin.” 

Glad about that I thought. 
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Still, he was a marvellous specimen and it was a memorable afternoon for me. When Matt showed 
him to the rest of the group back at Villa Alexina he was much better behaved having been in the 
snake bag for half an hour. He only bit Matt a further twice. 

 

Despite our snake-
wrangling the Chunky 

Dave Award went to ‘The 
Antipodean Terrapin 

Tickler’, New Zealand 
travel writer Marie 

Cleland who single-
handedly extracted this 

terrapin from the spring at 
Xanthes. 

 
 

 
 

By way of contrast we treated Debbie and Doug to a meal out on Wednesday night at a beachside 
taverna. An evening of q uiet conviviality where we were joine d for coffee by the proprietor, Yanni,  
who provided the Metaxa. 

 

 

 

 

 

We had an early start on Thursday, 9 am at the Villa  Alexina instead of the usual 10 am. This was 
because the day was to be centred in Corfu Town, an hour’s drive away. Up until this po int 
Christina and I had been travelling quite happil y in the back of one of t he minibuses but after o ne 
of Alex’s periodic reshuffles Debbie and ourselves were transferred to Sarah’s ‘Yellow Peril’, an old 
Suzuki jeep with apparently no re ar suspension. Over the rest of the week we  came to t he 
conclusion that ‘Yellow’ applied to the jeep and ‘Peril’ applied to Sarah. An othe rwise refined 
occupational therapist with an Oxford educated accent and a penchant for Cordon Bleu cooker y, 
Sarah regarded speed limits with disdain and was convince d that red traffic light s only applied t o 
the Greeks. Not content with terrorising the locals on land she also owned a speedboat so that she 
could terrorise them on the water as well. The fact that we reached Corfu Town in one piece was 
due solely to the fact that we had to follow in  convoy behind Paddy, a genial Irishman who gave 
way to everybody. As Paddy genially wa ved a third vegetable wagon out of a side road, behin d 
him Sarah was in danger of having an apoplectic fit. 
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Our first port 
of call was the Skyros Horse project on the outskirts of town. Based in a  magnificent old mansion 
and grounds, a de termined lady called  Sylvia had est ablished a breeding centre for the se 
diminutive endangered horses from the island of Skyros. After a pleasant walk around the grounds 
which included a panoramic terrace which was used in ‘You Only Live Twice’ and refreshments at 
the house we regrouped and proceeded on into Corfu Town.  

The main Durrell School was located in a set of  book-lined rooms above a leather goods shop in 
the old Jewish Quarter. There Matt gave us an illustrated lecture on the Reptiles and Amphibians 
of Corfu. We then had an invite to a street party in our hon our which was to include the mayor,  
local press and TV - all of which failed to turn u p. However the ouzo and nibbles were there so a 
good time was had by all. 

We had some free time in town which Christina and I spent having a light lunch on The Liston and 
buying our two holiday souvenirs: From the School; a book due to be published the following week 
by Gerald Durrell’s mentor, Theo dore Stephanides co ntaining recently found and previously 
unpublished manuscripts of his poetry and memoirs of the Durrell family; and from the shop below; 
a new leather purse for Christina. This replaced her old one bought nine years previously on our 
last visit to Corfu from the very same shop. Cheekily we asked for a customer loyalt y discount and 
finished up paying half the price we paid for the previous purse. 

In the afternoon we went to a Strawberry Pink Villa. Not the Strawberry Pink Villa which, along with 
the Daffodil Yellow Villa, has long since been demolished but the one which wa s used in b oth 
dramatisations of My F amily and Other Animals. It was here that we had our official group 
photograph taken. 
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The interior had been left unchanged since the 1930s. Not preserved but untouched. The ceilings, 
walls and floors were in such a dang erous condition that only a few of us were allowed upstairs at 
any one time. 

 

The drive back to Perithia is probably best left unrecorded. 

 

We started Friday as usual on the  terrace at Villa Alexina prior to a  walk aroun d the deser ted 
village of Old Perithia a nd this is probably a good time to introduce on e of the Piskies, Rose  Lee. 
She was one of the most enthusiastic of the students and won Thursday’s Chunky Dave Award for: 
“tucking her long skirt into her knickers, diving into a drain and intrepidly capturing a slow-worm” as 
Dave put it. 

 

Rose Lee with one of the two wild Hermann’s Tortoises that have taken up residence on Alex and 
David’s terrace. 

Rose was the only one who (unintentionally) made me feel old on the t rip. Christina was admiring 
her colourful shirt here seen tied around her waist. 

“Thank you,” said Rose, “I’m really proud of it. It’s an origin al from the 1970s.” Then she dropped  
her bombshell, “It belonged to my grandfather.” 

One of the beauties of not having children is th at you are not constantly reminded of how old you 
are getting. A quick mental calcu lation confirmed that I was, just, o ld enough t o be Rose’s  
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grandfather. Only moments before we’d been playing at catching lizards together until Alex asked 
us not to demolish her wall. 

We started our walk by the old church whe re Paddy gave us a talk on the establishment, 
abandonment and subsequent renovations of the old hillt op villages over the centuries. It was a  
really pleasant stroll through a landscape of wild flowers enhanced by the fact that Christina and I  
spent most of it in the company of Rosemary and David which beats the hell out of carrying around 
a field guide. 

 

Lunch had been arranged for us at a rustic taverna in the hills. Traditional Greek salads were 
followed by fried courgette balls, bacon and onion pie, rabbit stewed with tomatoes and onions, 
chicken roasted in olives, peppers and mountain herbs, rounded off with honey cake and 
accompanied by copious quantities of above average village wine. It was just as well that this was 
a half day excursion and we didn’t have to walk anywhere in the afternoon. 

Saturday, in contrast, w as an ardu ous trek over five headlands from San Stefanos to Avlaki. 
Christina was wisely advised not to undertake it and spent the day in San Stefanos experimenting  
with how long she could make one cup of coff ee last. Meanwhile, the  rest of us y omped through 
various coastal habitats, stopping at a remote beach for a packed lunch and a swim.  
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I elected to wait until I got back to Crete to go swimming and ate my lunch sitting on  some rocks at 
the end of the bay where various people came up to pass t he time of day including Rose who, on 
rounding the rock in fro nt of me, spotted a bea dlet anemone and patt ed it on the  head and said  
hello to it. Seeing as a beadlet anemone in th e daytime resembles nothing more  than a blo b of 
brown jelly this was fairly bizarre behavior even for an animal lover. 

The afternoon was a bit of a blur. The climb up from the beach, as you can see, would have made 
a mountain goat think twice before attempting it and we still had ano ther two headlands to go. It 
did, however obviate any need to h ave my hea rt checked out with a stress test in  Heraklion. I  
figure if it could cope w ith that it co uld cope with pretty well anything. We eventually reached our 
destination at about 2.30 and Sarah and Alex went to pick up Alex’s car as well as Christina who  
was probably in the  terminal stages of boredom. Suddenl y Rose came haring along the beach  
(where did she get the  energy?) windmilling her arms and shouting  something inaudible.  We 
eventually made out that a man was in troub le having fallen on a sta ke and Debbie, Doug and I 
who were nearest, immediately broke into a run (where di d we get the energy?) and followed her 
back along the beach.  When we reached the scene of the crisis we found that a man had not, in 
fact, fallen on a stake but that Matt was having trouble with a snake. He wandered out of a ree d 
bed and calmly informed us that he’d grabbed hold of a harmless grass snake through a pallet but 
had been unable to ext ricate it on his own and it had got away.  Debbie, Doug and I, hands on  
knees and breathing hard, exchanged sweaty glances whilst Rose slunk sheepishly away. 

After our plenary back at Villa Alexina we climbed back to th e apartment where I we nt and lay on  
the bed for a couple of hours, my legs having abdicated any responsibility for further locomotion. 

Sunday came around all too quickly (in more  ways than one) and the morning was given over to  
the exploration of a nearby cave. We drove up to the site via a local kafenion where Dave Ashcroft 
gave us a b rief history of how it ha d been used from ancient times right up to W orld War II as a 
refuge in times of trouble.  

The walk was short but  very steep as the cave entrance was situated in a sort of natural quarry.  
Here the trees were thick and dark oaks; nettles and blackberry lined t he limestone-stepped path 
and brown and green lizards scurr ied like miniature dinosaurs through the undergrowth. Above  us 
jackdaws “chacked” continuously, their scolding calls echoing off the sheer walls as they wheeled 
and perched on the branches of trees that clung to the ro ck face. They looked d own upon u s 
accusingly like Edgar Allen Poe’s raven. A fat, brown scorpion squatted on a rock at the side of the 
path in one of the few patches of available sunlight.   
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Eventually we reached the nadir and the gaping maw of the cave beckoned, its stalactites greened 
with mosses, ferns and higher plants like rottin g teeth. With each step inside the cave the go ing 
became, steeper, wetter and more s lippery. When finally I reached the floor I found myself having  
to pick my way through puddles of glutinous mud but I  was rewarded with an other worldly 
landscape of moss covered stalagmites and Hart’s-tongue ferns prospering in the subterranean  
gloom.  

I extracted my wind-u p torch from my pocket and began to survey the rear wall. Almo st 
immediately I disturbed a bat that flitted back a nd forth before deciding  to hide somewhere u p to 
the right. I f ollowed, searching and probing wit h the tor ch, trying to f ind the colony but without 
success. By now I had climbed into the far right hand corner of the cave and when I looked around 
I was alarmed to find t hat most of t he rest of t he group had departed. To go back t he way I ha d 
come would have put me way behind and they’d have been putting out a search party for me when 
they re-emerged into the daylight. I didn’t want to be re sponsible for anyone having to make t hat 
tortuous descent again  so I slithered and clambered out  of the cave from the position I was in,  
meeting up with Chunky Dave and Paddy a few metres from the entrance. As I emerged fro m the 
depths like some wandering shade  from Hade s they were gazing ba ck down into  the cave with  
awe. 

“What a climax!” breathed Dave in a hushed reverence. 

“What a climb – neve r mind the axe,” I replied, rathe r more loudly than I’d  intended, t hus 
destroying Dave’s epiphany. Still, it seemed to amuse Paddy. 
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After an aft ernoon of r ecovery once again it was time for the farewell barbecu e. The girls in 
particular had made a  special effort to dress for the occasion, wafting around like dryads an d I 
swear that I  saw Aphrodite in a red dress and silver sandals (although on reflection it may ha ve 
been Chelsea Hubble). I’d cho sen a clean  white t-shirt  and ecru sl acks and found that Da vid 
Bellamy had done the same. As I remarked to him, “If  we’d have been women, one of us wo uld 
have had to have gone home to change.” 

Once again the food was wonderful, as if it had been lifted straight from one of the Durrell’s parties 
so gastronomically described by Gerald in the  Corfu Trilogy. Sarah h ad made great plates of 
canapés and a whole trestle table was given over to salads from Alex and Dave’s organic garden 
augmented with colossal spring on ions from Doug’s. Meanwhile Dave was busy spit roasting an 
enormous roll of stu ffed pork alon gside a he n-houseful of chickens. Chunky Dave meand ered 
around the assembly, wine carafes in hand, as acting sommelier for the evening. 

 The Piskies provided our entertainment with an epic piece of doggerel covering the week’s events, 
delivered in drag by Robert Price-Brind and Rose silenced us all with a Russian folk song, sung i n 
a voice as sweet and as pure as a mountain stream. Short but heartfelt speeche s were mad e, 
email addresses exchanged and everyone thanked everyone else for making it such a wonderfu l 
week. The Piskies said it wouldn’t have been the same without us Old Fogeys and we Old Fog eys 
agreed that it wouldn’t have been the same without The Piskies.  

It was, without doubt, a truly memorable week. 
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Our thanks go to Steve for the effort  he put into recording the week and giving us all such a clea r 
insight into the experience.  The Durrell School of Corfu. 
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EVALUATION 
 
Participants of this inaugural field week, were sent evaluation forms and asked to comment on 
their experience.  Of the thirty sent out twenty eight were returned at the time of writing this report. 
 
These comments will help us to improve the planned week next year and enable those who did not 
attend to read personal views and comments.  As the age range of the covered a sixty year age 
span; 17-77 years we anticipated that it would be difficult to cater for all ages and education.  The 
comments below reflect the differences in age and interest, as well as attitudes to a mixed group; 
which is a format we intend to continue in the interest of a shared experience and raising 
awareness of environmental issues. 
 
Identities are not disclosed, but initials are credited against individual comments. 
 
 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
 
“Beautifully professionally organized and put together with an emphasis on learning through first 
hand experience set against a back-drop of remarkable welcoming hospitality and care.  A treat 
and education, I learnt a lot more in the days that I attended than I ever would have from book.  A 
cultural, social gift.”  RM 
 
 
“I had an enriching and wonderful week, learned a lot and am inspired to learn more.  Keep Paddy 
Sammon on the course as his talks on Greek history put everything else into 
context………..Friendly fellow students!”  PK 
 
 
“It was a magnificent journey and excellently organized.  Opportunity for swimming more often 
could be an “added extra”.  SC 
 
“Looking back over the photographs to refresh my memory, I think the first walk was hard to match 
because the Corfu terrain was so magical and lot to see - snakes, lizards and also plants and trees 
in their own habitat for the first time” 
The family atmosphere that prevailed was crucial.  The rest would have been greatly devalued 
without it.  It was great for the older people to have a gang of youngsters involved as well – 
stopped us from becoming too contemplative.” EMA 
 
 
“Having spoken to several people about the walks, they say they wish they had knows about them.  
….. If it because a yearly event I think it would become more and more popular”  KW 
 
 
“Maybe more free time” HM 
 
“Everything was great, would do it all over again!” N 
 
“A map of Corfu Town would have been handy as it is a bit of a maze….the real benefits were from 
mixing with different generations and being inspired by the experts” FA 
 
“Walks were good but due to differing levels of fitness/health/age some pressure for those less 
able or those waiting for the less able”. 
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“Wished it was longer as I wanted to see more of Corfu and learn more about their lifestyle and 
views.  Would like to help them see how important their wildlife is and how it benefits them”  DD 
 
“This experience was the best week of my life.  Three of us have decided we want to set up an 
organisation based on the ‘Care’ model in the future – I have done nothing but pine for Corfu!”  SW 
 
“I would like to have stayed one more week, it was an amazing experience, so much fun and I 
would definitely come back again.” HJ 
 
“More free time” CH 
 
“Everything was perfect” BT 
 
“I thought May was perfect”  MC 
 
“May is perfect there is so much to see and look at, more flowers, insects and reptiles, as well as 
not being to hot for walking………. The North East Coast was perfect choice and gives you the 
closest insight into what Gerald Durrell would have experienced in the beauty and magnificence of 
this wonderful island of Corfu.  DDK 
 
 
Comment on the expertise of the faculty: 
 
“No problem here, because it was easy to collar the experts and get them to talk to you at your 
own level”  
 
“They were all fascinating, only trouble was being in the right place at the right time to hear all the 
interesting information during the walks”  KW 
 
“I see no reason to change the time or the place.  I certainly would not have wanted it to be any 
warmer.  Perhaps a brief presentation of life in the rivers and sea”  EMA 
 
“Perhaps we could be in groups closer to the experts” SC 
 
“Need for written info on the flowers”  PK 
 
“Information was perfect, couldn’t ask for more…. Some of the information was too advanced for 
under 18s.” N 
 
“Everything was fine but it was difficult to hear at times and some things were rushed not giving us 
a change to take everything in” ARC 
 
“The experts that were there were useful, but an entomologist would also have been useful” RPB 
 
“As animal management students, found the botany hard to digest” DD 
 
We are planning to hold a similar event in 2012, what changes would you suggest?   
 
 
“Do an event on horseback, You see a completely different view of the countryside, flora and 
fauna. 
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The Durrell School of Corfu 
 
 
The Durrell School of Corfu, was founded by Richard Pine in 2002 and has been running academic 
seminars, symposiums and field trips in topics which interested both Lawrence and Gerald Durrell 
ever since.  The Durrell School of Corfu is registered in Greece as a non-profit making 
organisation; we rely on full attendance at all seminars and sponsorship from private donors - for 
details on sponsorship and how to apply for a scholarship, please visit the above web-site. 
We recommend you visit our web-site below for details on past events and list of impressive 
moderators, writers and course leaders.  News on and future seminars and planned events can 
also be found on this site: 
 
 
www.durrell-school-corfu.org 
 
 
Matt Wilson’s site below will give you expert informative reports not only on this week, but on many 
field trips and amazing wildlife adventures he has had: 
 
www.mwilsonherps.wordpress.com 
 
 
Those interested in attending next year’s Gerald Durrell’s Corfu 14-21 May 2012, visit 
 
www.durrellschoolofcorfu.wordpress.com 
 
 
 
 


